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SECTION I.
Introduction

The most powerful modern supercomputer on earth Sunway TaihuLight System has already
achieved about 93 petaflops performance with 10,649,600 cores requiring about 15.3MW electrical
power with the 2Dmesh interconnect [1]. Now, exa-scale performance is the next goal for next
generation supercomputers. However, single CPU core sequential computers are not feasible for
meeting the increased computational demand due to the limited processing power. Sectors like
weather forecasting, molecular research in health, nuclear analysis and organic simulation highly
depends on the parallel computers. Hence, the massively parallel computers (MPC) have become
an obvious choice. In addition, to achieve the exa-scale performance the scaling of Sunway system
will be required about 11 times and required power consumption will be close to 168.3MW.
Therefore, power efficiency of the MPC systems is the hottest topic for the next generation
supercomputers considering the other constraints like- low network performance, high network
congestion, low scalability, low throughput and latency [2].

Interconnection network plays a vital role in determining the system performance and power usage.
Processing node of supercomputer communicates through the interconnection network as well as
for the memory units [3]. However, the power usage for interconnection network depends on the
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for the memory units [3]. However, the power usage for interconnection network depends on the
router power and link power. In Alpha 21364 microprocessor, the integrated routers and links
consume about 20% of the total chip power (about 25W of total chip power 125W) (a 128 core
2Dtorus network fabricated with 180nm fabrication process). In MPC systems, the total number of
outgoing links like-on-chip and off-chip links is a big concern, due to power usages and high latency
[4]. However, on-chip network consumes up to 50% of the total chip power [5] and number of off-
chip link defines the network bandwidth. In consequence, network topology at the lowest level
should maintain the lowest number of physical outgoing links to reduce the power usage. Hence,
the main target for this research is to analyze the required power usage for various networks with
variable traffic loads.

Conventional networks having the flat network structure like- torus networks show better
performance than the mesh networks [6]. However, consumes more static electric power than the
mesh networks due the extra wrap-around connection. On the other hand, 3D NoC is preferable
over the 2D NoC due to low power usage at the on-chip level considering the reduced vertical
channels using the Through Silicon Via (TSV) [7]. However, if we consider the 3Dtorus
interconnect (used for Cray T3D), requires minimum about 17.08% higher network power in
comparison to 3Dmesh network (used in MIT M-Machine) with 64 nodes according to our analysis.
In contrast, Hierarchical Interconnection Network requires less number of off-chip connections
than other conventional networks, which is one of the key points for the reduction of power usage
[4].

The rest of the paper describes about the architectural structure of 3D-TTN, reviews the routing
algorithm, shows the estimation for on-chip power consumption for the 3D-TTN with variable
loads and finally shows the topological analysis with packing density and network fault-tolerance
capability.

Fig. 1.
A  basic module of 3D-TTN(2, L, 0) [12](4 × 4 × 4)

SECTION II.
Related Works

16-tile MIT RAW on-chip network requires about 36% of the total chip power [8]. Similarly, power
estimation in CMOS VLSI chip shows that all interconnects and off-chip driven power can be scaled
up 20% and 65% of the total power consumption, but if off-chip power is excluded, power related to
wires could be up to 46% of the chip power [9]. On the other hand, modern supercomputers are
solely based on the hierarchical structured connections for the off-chip levels like-the connection
between the node to node connection, node to rack connection and so on. However, such
hierarchical connections are not being optimized for a conventional network. In addition, as per
analysis on Infiniband QDR 40Gbps switch requires typically about 1W of electrical power for per
link. Hence, the power consumptions have been heavily affected with increased off-chip
connections. Another key important feature for hierarchical interconnection networks (HIN) is the
ability to maintain variable link structure for different network levels.

Recent introduced interconnection networks like- Slim fly [10] and Flattened Butterfly [11] are low-
diameter topology while maintaining high radix for each different size of networks. Such high radix
network is not useful for connecting the million of cores due to the incease of router cost with the
increased router radix. For example- Flattened Butterfly will require about 48 radix for its only 4K

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-1-large.gif
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increased router radix. For example- Flattened Butterfly will require about 48 radix for its only 4K
network, requiring router cost about $15,926.9  [10]. On the other hand,
3D-TTN maintains fixed router radix of 9 links with requiring $2,261.3 for each router. Static
performance of 3D-TTN shows near about 21% better diameter, about 12% better average distance
performance at the highest level and about 32.48% lower router power usages (for 1% traffic load)
than the 5Dtorus network [12]. It also outperformed other HIN networks like- TTN [13] in
considering network performance.

(f(K) = 350.4K − 892.3)

SECTION III.
Power Model for On-Chip Analysis

On-chip power model in this paper has been estimated through the Orion energy model [14] using
45nm fabrication process with considering the static and dynamic power dissipation for the routers
and the inter-router interconnects. However, 45nm (used in Blue Gene/Q Power PC A2 processor)
is a more recent fabrication process over the 65nm, which was considered in our earlier research.
On the other hand, GARNET network simulator [15] has been used for dynamic traffic simulation
along with Orion energy model. The dynamic power and static power are the main source of power
consumption for both router and link power models. Router total energy is the sum of the total read
and write to router buffers, total activity at the local, global arbiters and finally for the total number
of crossbar traversals. Equation 1 shows the summation of total energy consumption inside the
router [15].

View Source

The dynamic energy for routers is defined by , where  is the switching activity, C is
the capacitance and V is the supply voltage [14]. However, links dynamic power model is estimated
through the charging and discharging of capacitive loads (wire and input capacitance of next-stage
repeater). Link power formulated as , where f  is the clock frequency. However, link
dynamic power can be defined as, , where C  is the load capacitance, V  is the
supply voltage.

= +Erouter Ebuffer_write Ebuffer_read+ Evc_arb+ Esw_arb+ Exb (1)

E = 0.5 α CV2 α

P = EfClk clk

= αPlink C1V
2
ddfclk 1 dd

SECTION IV.
Architecture of 3D-TTN

IV.
Definition

Hierarchical interconnection networks are one of the probable solutions for obtaining the low
power usage due to its limited number of off-chip connections. 3D-TTN is a also HIN network,
which already been introduced earlier [12]. However, to understand the architecture details we like
to review the network pattern for 3D-TTN through this section.

A BM of 3D-TTN(m, L, q) network is similar to 3D-torus network, which consists of 2  connected
processing elements (PEs) having 2  rows and  columns, where m is a positive integer, L is
defined for levels of hierarchy and q is used for inter-level connectivity [12].

A. Basic Module

3D-TTN is constructed through various level of interconnection. However, the construction of the
lowest level network for 3D-TTN(m, L, q) is defined as the Basic Module (BM). A 
BM of 3D-TTN interconnected with 2  nodes, has the free ports about  for its higher level
interconnection. Fig. 1 shows the BM of 64 nodes , has  free ports. Each
BM uses  of its free links in the upper level networks, where  free
links are considered for vertical connections and  free links used for horizontal

3m

m ×2m 2m

( × × )2m 2m 2m

3m 22m+2

(4 × 4 × 4) = 6422×2+2

× 4 × ( ) =2m 2q 2m+q+2 2( )2m+q

2( )2m+q
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links are considered for vertical connections and  free links used for horizontal
connections. Here, q defined as the inter-level connectivity . In case of  and 

, then  of the free ports and their associated links are used for each higher level
of interconnections; 16 of them will be used for horizontal and another 16 of them will be
considered for the vertical connections. However, if we increase the value of q to 1, then the
maximum number of network levels will be equal to three. In such case, the number of links in each
direction of vertical_in, vertical_out, horizontal_in, horizontal_out will be increased to 8. In this
paper, we consider the network class of 3D-TTN(2, L, 0).

B. Higher Level of 3D-TTN

Higher level of 3D-TTN follows 2Dtorus structured recursive interconnection pattern of the
immediate lowest level of sub-networks. Therefore, a level-2 network consists of a certain number
of level-1 networks. Fig. 2 illustrates the higher-level interconnection of 3D-TTN up to level-3. For
example, a level-3 network can be built by  16 level-2 3D-TTN subnetwork. Similarly, a level-
5 network can be built using 16 level-4 subnetworks. The total number of nodes at a certain level of
3D-TTN can be defined as . For example, the total number of nodes at level-2
3D-TTN(3, 2, 0) network is . The highest possible nodes in 3D-TTN can
be obtained through the max number of network levels, which entirely depends on the network
interconnectivity (q). Considering the highest level for 3D-TTN is based upon the equation of 

. Hence, in the case of  and inter-level connectivity ;
level-3 will be the maximum possible level. Therefore, with , the total number of nodes will
be . Now, if we increase the value of , then the total number of
nodes will be . Table I generalize the various architectural
parameters for the 3D-TTN.

2( )2m+q

(qC0, 1, … , m)− m = 2

q = 1 ( ) = 3222+1+2

( )22×2

N = ( × )22mL 2m

N = ( × ) = 32, 768212 23

= + 1Lmax 2m−q m = 2 q = 1, = 3Lmax

m = 2

N = ( × ) = 16, 38422×2×3 22 m = 3

N = ( × ) = 2, 097, 15222×3×3 23

Fig. 2.
Higher-level interconnection for 3D-TTN(2, L, 0) [12]

Table I. Generalization for 3D-TTN[12]

SECTION V.
Routing Algorithm for 3D-TTN

Routing algorithm for 3D-TTN had already been defined in our earlier research [12]. However, in

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-2-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-table-1-large.gif
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SECTION Algorithm 1
Routing algorithm for 3D-TTN [12]

Routing algorithm for 3D-TTN had already been defined in our earlier research [12]. However, in
this section, we like to review the routing algorithm for 3D-TTN (algorithm 1). Deterministic
dimension-order routing (DOR) algorithm had been considered for 3D-TTN. In DOR routing, each
packet traverse certain dimension until the distance of the dimension becomes zero with respect to
a destination node, then it forwards to the next dimension. When a packet starts its routing from
the source node to a destination node, it considers the destination node exists in the same BM.
However, if destination BM doesn't exist in same BM, then the source node will send the packet to
the outlet_node which connects the outer BM at which the routing will be performed. On the other
hand, function SP_routing considers the shortest route for the higher levels. outlet_x and outlet_y
function will get the x coordinate value of s  and y coordinate value for s , such that a link exists for 

. Here, s is used for source node, d is for destination node, 1 corresponds to higher
levels , dimension  and direction  which has been
obtained from the SP_routing function. Hence, the vertical and horizontal directions are
represented by V +, V-, H+, H-. Now, if we consider a source node as 

 and destination node 
, the routing tag can be defined as 

.

In this section, we also like to clarify more details about the 3D-TTN routing algorithm considering
the Fig. 3, where source node is [(1,2) (1, 2) (1, 2, 0)] and the destination node is [(2, 1) (2, 1) (2, 1,
0)]. At first routing will be started from the source BM at the highest level of network (Level-3). As
the destination BM is different than the source BM, the source node will send the message to the
outlet_node [(1, 2) (1, 2) (3, 0, 0)] and eventually follow the routing path to reach level-3(2, 2).
Similarly, will reach the destined level-3(2, 1) network from level-3(2, 2). Now level-2(1, 2) routing
will be started and will reach level-2(2, 1) similarly as the level-3 network. After that routing for
destination BM will start in reaching to the destination node (2, 1, 0) from receiving node (0, 3, 0).

1 2
(s,  d,  1,  D,  α)

(2 ⩽ 1 ⩽  L) D(DC{V, H})− α(αC{+, −})−

s = [( ,   )  …   … ( , )( , , )]s2L s2L−1 s4 s3 s2 s1 s0

d = [( ,   )  …   … ( , )( , , )]d2L d2L−1 d4 d3 d2 d1 d0

t = [( , ) … … ( , )( , , )]t2L t2L−1 t4 t3 t2 t1 t0

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-alg-1-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-3-large.gif
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Fig. 3.
Routing path for 3D-TTN(2, L, 0)

SECTION VI.
Estimation of Power Consumption

Power reduction is an obvious choice for achieving exa-scale system. With the modern
advancements, we can achieve an exa-scale system with unsatisfactory cost. For instance, the 2
most powerful supercomputer on earth Tianhe-2 has achieved about 33.86 petaflops performance
with 3,120,000 cores requiring about 18MW electrical power (enough to power 18,000 homes),
which will require 540MW of electrical power for the exa-scale performance (∼ 1 nuclear power
plant) [16]. This section will explain the effect of interconnection network on the supercomputers
though the on-chip power analysis for 3D-TTN with various other networks with variable network
traffic loads.

A. Assumptions for Power Model

Power consumption at the on-chip level requires up to 50% of total chip power. Hence, in this
paper, we consider only the on-chip power estimation for 3D-TTN. The target of this power analysis
is to examine the leakage and dynamic power for both the links and routers using an on-chip power
model simulator with variable traffic loads. This paper considers the comparison of power
estimation of 5Dtorus network, which has been used in Blue Gene/Q supercomputer [17]. This
paper also considers the variable traffic load of 30% and 10% with uniform traffic pattern having
the same link length of 3mm for each directly connected nodes. However, earlier research was
considered only the 1% traffic load with only the router power as to differentiate. Hence, this paper
shows a more accurate and proper power analysis for the various networks.

B. Power Consumption for Various Interconnections

According to our considerations, the clock frequency with 1GHz, 128 bits message size, supply
voltage 1.0V and uniform traffic pattern with 3mm per link length have been used, table II shows
the simulation condition for the on-chip 3D-TTN. This simulation considers only one virtual
channel with default dimension-order routing. The most important considation of this paper is the
message injection rate, which varies from 30% to 10% load with common 1,000 simulation cycles.
In each and every simulation considers 64 nodes. Fig. 4 shows the total link power consumption of
64 nodes of every network and Fig. 5 shows the total router power considering the dynamic and
static power dissipation along with the clock power using the 10% traffic load. Those two
simulations confirm that using fixed sized links, 3D-TTN outperforms the 4Dtorus and 5Dtorus
networks. However, Fig. 6 shows the power distribution of 3D-TTN, which confirms that the clock
power will require less than 36% (required in Intel 80-core router) [14]. In addition, considering
the 30% traffic load, simulations for link power usage is shown in Fig. 7 and router power usage

nd

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-3-large.gif
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the 30% traffic load, simulations for link power usage is shown in Fig. 7 and router power usage
along with clock power in Fig. 8. This simulation also confirms that 3D-TTN is obviously a better
choice over the 4Dtorus and 5Dtorus as the on-chip network. On the other hand, Fig. 9 confirms
the increase of router's dynamic (4.79%) and link's dynamic power (3.09%) for the 30% traffic load
from the earlier simulations of 10% traffic load for 3D-TTN.

As the number of required links for 4Dtorus network and 5Dtorus network is much higher than 3D-
TTN, the number of off-chip connection has also a big impact on power analysis. However, table III
explains that 3D-TTN will require about 29.75% less network power than 4Dtorus and for 5Dtorus
it requires about 39.96% less electric power. Now if we estimate this power consumption in a real
scenario like- Blue Gene/Q 5Dtorus network, where 20PF/s has been achieved by 1.57M core and
requires 6.6MW electrical power; 3D-TTN will require about 198.132MW electrical power with 10%
load for the exa-scale. However, 5Dtorus will require about 330MW electrical power. This
comparison confirms that we can reduce the electric power about 130MW by adopting 3D-TTN.

Fig. 4:
Link power estimation for 10% load with 64 nodes

Fig. 5:
Router power estimation for 10% load with 64 nodes

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-4-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-5-large.gif
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Fig. 6:
Power distribution for 10% load on 3D-TTN with 64 nodes

Fig. 7:
Link power estimation for 30% load with 64 nodes

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-6-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-7-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-8-large.gif
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Fig. 8:
Router power estimation for 30% load with 64 nodes

Fig. 9:
Power distribution for 30% load on 3D-TTN with 64 nodes

Table II. Simulation condition for power analysis

Table III: Power comparison for various traffic loads against 3D-TTN

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-8-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-9-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-table-2-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-table-3-large.gif
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SECTION VII.
Topological Analysis

Performance is the first concern for interconnection networks. Interconnection network with low
cost, low degree, low congestion, high connectivity and high-fault tolerance is preferable than the
others [18]. In this section, we like to show some topological analysis of 3D-TTN with node degree,
cost, packing density and message traffic density.

A. Node Degree

The node degree of an interconnection network is treated as the maximum outgoing links from a
single node. The input/output interface cost of a particular node is equivalent to its degree. Hence,
the consideration of constant and small number of the node degree is highly recommended for
interconnection networks. Even a high degree network increases the total link power
consumptions. Moreover, the constant node degree is easy to maintain as well as in reducing the
network complexity. Since each node of 3D-TTN has eight outgoing links, the node degree for 3D-
TTN is 8 whereas 5Dtorus uses 10 links as the node degree.

B. Cost

Cost is also a static network parameter, which basically depends on the diameter and the node
degree of the network [19]. Node to node distance, network congestion and fault tolerance depends
on the diameter and the node degree. Hence the product of diameter and node degree has been
treated as the cost performance of the interconnection networks. Cost can be useful as the
parameter for next generation supercomputers as it reflects the diameter with the node degree.
Now, Fig. 10 shows the cost performance of the 3D-TTN(2, L, 0) network, which explains that the
cost performance for 3D-TTN(2, L, 0) is much better than the 5Dtorus network as well as the 2D or
3D mesh and torus networks, is little worse than the TTN and TESH network due to little high
number of node degree [13].

View Source

Cost = Total Node Degree × Diameter (2)

Fig. 10.
Cost performance analysis of various networks

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-table-3-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-10-large.gif
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C. Packing Density

Higher packing density is preferable for a network to reduce the required chip area for the VLSI
layout. Even the chip size has a big impact on the required power usages. Network cost is defined by
the product of network diameter and node degree. On the other hand, the packing density is
defined as the ratio of total number of nodes to its cost [18]. Equation 3 shows the definition for
packing density.

View Source

Fig. 11 shows the packing density for the 3D-TTN, which proves that 3D-TTN has higher packing
density than the 5Dtorus network and even than the 2D or 3D mesh and torus networks. 3D-TTN
also shows the similar packing density like the 3D-TESH network at the maximum level.

D. Message Traffic Density

The performance of a network for the message traffic density can be evaluated by average distance
from one source node to another. An efficient network should have low message traffic density to
reduce traffic congestion and eventually should provide wide network bandwidth. Message traffic
density is the ratio of multiplication between total number of nodes and average distance to its total
number of links [20]. Hence, it can be derived from the equation 4.

View Source

Here,  is the average distance, N is the total number of nodes and E is the total number of links.
On the other hand, the total number of links for 3D-TTN can be derived from the equation 5.

View Source

Packing Density =
Total number of nodes

Degree × Diameter
(3)

Fig 11.
Packing density for various networks

Message Traffic Density, ρ ≡
Nd̄

E
(4)

d̄

E = × inner   Links + × outer   linksNBM L1 ∑
i=2

N

NBM Li

[N ≥ 2] (5)

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-11-large.gif
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Here, N  is the number of basic module in current level, L  links considers for number of level-1
links and L  considers the number of i-th level links. On the other hand, total number of nodes can
be derived by the equation 6.

View Source

Table IV shows the simulated result of  for the 3D-TTN(2, L, 0) network and using those
values we have also compared the message traffic density with the other networks in Fig. 12, which
shows that 3D-TTN network requires the lowest message traffic density than the 2D-torus,
2Dmesh, 3Dtorus and 3D-TESH networks.

BM 1

i

The total number of nodes,  N = ( × )22mL 2m (6)

, N, E, ρd̄

Fig. 12.
Message traffic density of various networks

Table IV: Message traffic density of 3D-TTN network

SECTION VIII.
Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance for any interconnection network is a common phenomenon due to the link or node
failures. Even on-chip processors like- PowerPC A2 used in Blue Gene/Q supercomputer contains
one extra core as the fault tolerated node [21]. According to the definition of fault tolerance of a
graph has been defined as the maximum number of vertices that can be removed until the graph is
still connected. Hence, the fault tolerance for a graph treated as the one less than its connectivity
[22]. A network will be k-fault tolerant if it can sustain up to k number of link failures. In case of
3D-TTN, the connectivity is less than its node degree. Hence, at the BM level the 3D-TTN can

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-12-large.gif
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-table-4-large.gif
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3D-TTN, the connectivity is less than its node degree. Hence, at the BM level the 3D-TTN can
tolerate up to 5 links. In contrast, a level-5 3D-TTN node can tolerate up to 7 links. Fig. 13
illustrates that 3D-TTN has six total paths in the BM levels between each source-destination pair,
which is higher than the 2D and 3D mesh networks and equal to 3D torus network. In this section,
we like to measure the fault handling capabilities for 3D-TTN through fault tolerance, arc
connectivity and fault diameter.

A. Arc or Graph Connectivity

Arc or graph connectivity ensures the robustness of a network. Arc connectivity is the minimum
number of links that is required to be removed to break a network into two disjoint parts. High
connectivity helps to improve the network performance through the avoidance of link congestion
and improved fault tolerance. A network is maximally fault tolerant if its connectivity is equal to its
own node degree. Table V shows the arc connectivity for 3D-TTN, which explains that 3D-TTN has
higher connectivity than the 2D networks like-2Dtorus, TESH and TTN. Even better than the 3D-
TESH network. On the other hand, 2Dtorus is the most fault-tolerant network even than the 3D-
TTN due to the common value in node degree and arc connectivity paramerters.

B. Fault Diameter

Fault diameter affects the network diameter. Fault diameter measures the network diameter when
a fault occurs, which may be caused by a faulty processing node. Fault diameter  can be defined
as the maximum diameter any graph (Having  fault tolerance) will require in deleting at most 
vertices [22].

Theorem 1

The fault diameter for 3D-TTN(2, L, 0) is given by-

Fig. 13.
Communication paths for each source-destination

Table V: Arc connectivity for various networks

df

f f

= max( + + ( ( + )) + )df Dz Ds ∑L

i=2
Dsi Di Dd

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-13-large.gif
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View Source

Proof

The fault tolerance for 3D-TTN for BM level is five. Hence, 3D-TTN can communicate with other
nodes though maximum six paths in the BM level. Now if we consider a single link/node failure on
3D-TTN(2, L, 0) network one message requires to travel through the wrap-around connection,
which confirms that 3D-TTN(2, L, 0) network requires the same number of hops to be passed
through to reach the destination node. Fig. 14 shows a 3D-TTN(2, L, 0)  network,
where (1, 0, 0) is temporally faulted. Now a message destined to the (2, 0, 0) node from the source
node (0, 0, 0) requires to travel through (3, 0, 0) node with the wraparound connection and then
will reach the destination (2, 0, 0) node. Hence, the fault diameter for 3D-TTN(2, L, 0) network is
equal to original diameter.

(4 × 4  × 1)

Fig. 14.
Fault node routing for 3D-TTN (4 × 4 × 1)

SECTION IX.
Conclusions

In this research, our main objective was to show the power comparison for various on-chip
networks with variable traffic loads using the Orion power model. This paper considers only the
uniform traffic pattern with 45nm fabrication process and 64 nodes for each network having single
virtual channel.

Power efficiency for 3D-TTN has also been compared with the various networks, which shows that
3D-TTN requires 29.75% less total power usage than the 4Dtorus and also 39.96% less power usage
than the 5Dtorus with 10% traffic load. However, increasing the traffic load up to 30%, it requires
28.3% less total power usage than the 4Dtorus network and also 38.42% less power usage than the
5Dtorus. Those differences at the on-chip level ensure that 3D-TTN can reduce more than 130MW
of electric power over the 5Dtorus network in the exa-scale system. In contrast, it requires only
about 17.08% higher power usage than the 3Dmesh network. In our power simulation, we could
able to show that increase of traffic level from 10% to 30%, 3D-TTN will require 3.09% increased
link dynamic power and 4.79% router dynamic power. However, the other power consumed

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore/IEEE/content/media/7819725/7828341/7828408/7828408-fig-14-large.gif
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link dynamic power and 4.79% router dynamic power. However, the other power consumed
parameters like-link static power, router static power and clock will remain same even with the
vaiable traffic loads.

From our earlier analysis, we found that 3D-TTN at the maximum level is obviously better than the
2D and 3D mesh and torus networks for diameter and average distance. Comparing with the
5Dtorus network, it has also outperformed the 5Dtorus by near about 21% diameter and 12%
average distance performance at over 4 millions of nodes. Now, considering this paper analysis on
3D-TTN shows that it outperformed the 5Dtorus network at the maximum level through cost and
packing density. Even shows better performance than the mesh and torus network in considering
the message traffic density. This simulation also ensures that 3D-TTN will have less network
congestion than others. In case of fault tolerance, 3D-TTN has higher fault tolerance than the 2D or
3D mesh and torus networks and even than the 3D-TESH network. Moreover, 3D-TTN has higher
arc connectivity than the 2Dtorus, TESH, TTN and even than the 3D-TESH network.
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